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Thepanicattackstopper.comRelease the Results from their Relora Experiment

Thepanicattackstopper.com is announcing the results of their Relora experiments. They are also
giving away some great panic and anxiety information on the same page.

Houston, TX. (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Thepanicattackstopper.com has recently conducted experiments
on Relora and is releasing their results this week. Anyone who has been following the team and their
experiments with the product now is able to see how it has affected team members on the site.

According to Simon Henderson, Director of Thepanicattackstopper.com “when it comes to all matters relating
to panic and attacks and anxiety we have built up quite a reputation for ourselves over years. We do therefore
receive many requests from visitors to our site for reviews on different products to hit the market. One item that
kept popping up time and time again was Relora and visitors to the site kept asking for reviews of it week in
and week out. Eventually I decided we needed to take action so I looked for any members of our team that
suffer with panic and anxiety (of which there are a few) and we decided to put Relora to the test. We are now
pleased to say that the results are in.

There are many different websites out there that deal with panic and anxiety issues and but given the popularity
of Thepanicattackstopper.com the news of the results of the Relora experiments has been spreading far and
wide across these websites. The sentiment and reaction to the news of how the team has got on with the product
is very positive with many different commentators looking forward to going through the results in great detail.

The team at http://thepanicattackstopper.com/ has put together something very special on the same page that
they are announcing their Relora experiments on. For a limited time only they are giving away free info on how
to get instant relief from panic and anxiety attacks.
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Contact Information
Keith Baxter
Relora
http://thepanicattackstopper.com/
713-392-6222

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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